Annuity
A dynamic index powered by one of the leading global financial services firms

About the Morgan Stanley
Dynamic Global (MSDG) Index
Issued by North American Company for Life and Health Insurance®

The Morgan Stanley Dynamic Global (MSDG) index strives to create stable
returns by managing volatility.
The index attempts to invest dynamically in order to create a diversified, global portfolio that seeks
stable returns in various market environments.

Important points about the MSDG Index
The MSDG Index utilizes a rules-based approach and dynamically
allocates across global assets with the goal of achieving
diversified exposure across and within equities, fixed income
and commodities. Moreover, the Index methodology includes
provisions intended to address the unique risk and return
characteristics of each asset class when re-allocating exposure
during changing market conditions. The Index is rules-based
and targets a 5% annual realized volatility with the intention of
(i) reducing allocations to preserve gains during periods of high
volatility and (ii) increasing leverage to capture returns when
volatility decreases. In calculating the level of the Index, the Index
methodology deducts a fee equal to 0.50% per year.

Global multi-asset
diversification within the index
The MSDG Index includes the following major
asset classes and may also allocate to cash as part
of managing volatility.

Index portfolio
Equities
U.S. equities
European equities
Japanese equities
Fixed income

Diversified portfolio

1

Multi-asset universe

5 Yr. U.S. Treasuries
Global allocation

5 Yr. German Bonds
10 Yr. Japanese Government Bonds

2

Dynamic allocation
Mean variance optimization

Commodities
Tailored asset class overlays

Smart Beta Commodity Index

3

Risk control
Daily monitoring

Volatility control overlay

including Energy, Agriculture, Precious
Metals, Industrial Metals, and Livestock

The Morgan Stanley Dynamic Global Index value is available at

morganstanley.com/indices/#/msdg
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The Morgan Stanley Dynamic Global Index value is available at

morganstanley.com/indices/#/msdg

Contact your Financial Professional to learn more about the Morgan Stanley Dynamic Global Index
and available products.
Sammons Financial® is the marketing name for Sammons® Financial Group, Inc.’s member companies, including North American Company for Life and Health Insurance®. Annuities and life insurance
are issued by, and product guarantees are solely the responsibility of, North American Company for Life and Health Insurance®.
The term financial professional is not intended to imply engagement in an advisory business in which compensation is not related to sales. Financial professionals that are insurance licensed will be
paid a commission on the sale of an insurance product.
Insurance products issued by North American Company for Life and Health Insurance®, West Des Moines, Iowa. Product and features/options may not be available in all states. Fixed index annuities
are not a direct investment in the stock market. They are long term insurance products with guarantees backed by the issuing company. They provide the potential for interest to be credited
based in part on the performance of specific indices, without the risk of loss of premium due to market downturns or fluctuation. Although fixed index annuities guarantee no loss of premium
due to market downturns, deductions from your accumulation value for additional optional benefit riders or strategy fees associated with allocations to enhanced crediting methods could exceed
interest credited to your accumulation value, which would result in loss of premium. They may not be appropriate for all clients. Interest credits to a fixed index annuity will not mirror the actual
performance of the relevant index.
Morgan Stanley Dynamic Global Index (the “Index”) is the property of Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC.
Any product that is linked to the performance of the Index is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, or any of its affiliates (collectively, “Morgan Stanley”). Neither
Morgan Stanley nor any other party (including without limitation any calculation agents or data providers) makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the advisability of
purchasing this product. In no event shall Morgan Stanley have any liability for any special, punitive, indirect or consequential damages including lost profits, even if notified of the possibility of such
damages. The Index is the exclusive property of Morgan Stanley. Morgan Stanley and the Index are service marks of Morgan Stanley and have been licensed for use for certain purposes. Neither
Morgan Stanley nor any other party has or will have any obligation or liability to owners of this product in connection with the administration or marketing of this product, and neither Morgan Stanley
nor any other party guarantees the accuracy and/or the completeness of the Index or any data included therein.
No purchaser, seller or holder of this product, or any other person or entity, should use or refer to any Morgan Stanley trade name, trademark or service mark to sponsor, endorse, market or promote
this product, without first contacting Morgan Stanley to determine whether Morgan Stanley’s permission is required. Under no circumstances may any person or entity claim any affiliation with
Morgan Stanley without the prior written permission of Morgan Stanley.
In calculating the performance of the Index, Morgan Stanley deducts, on a daily basis, a servicing cost of 0.50% per annum. This reduces the positive change or increase the negative change in the
Index level and thus decreases the return of any product linked to the Index. The volatility control calculation applied by Morgan Stanley as part of the Index’s methodology may decrease the Index’s
performance and thus the return of any product linked to the Index. In addition, because the volatility control calculation is expected to reduce the overall volatility of the Index, it will also reduce the
cost of hedging certain products linked to the Index.
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